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We Help You Reach Further




The helping hand for enterprises and Professionals crafting and scaling drone services.





It is literally true that you can succeed best and quickest by helping others to succeed.

Napoleon Hill





CONTINUE READING BELOW









Interested in Drone Solutions or Drone Services?




You have come to the right place. 




We have a lot of answers to your questions about drones and their commercial applications.




When you are looking for a drone solution or service, you want an adviser who will keep your best interests in mind.




We take a strong, yet caring approach to every case. We share our experiences with you and we tell you when we don’t have a solution. In fact, we will help you find the right solution even if it’s not ours.




It’s what we would want for ourselves.




Let’s get you started on the journey by pointing you to the right starting place.












Select what you want to accomplish here:
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Find drone services or solutions for your needs
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Get advice on BUILDING an effective drone capability
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Find out about My Drone Services
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Learn about the LATEST Drone Applications/Solutions
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Partner with My Drone Services
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Get in touch with us


























Join Our Drone Services Partner Program




Growing our Business Together!




Unite with other capable partners to deliver the best in class Drone Service solutions.





JOIN US NOW -PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS



















Drone Insights




Drones are commonly referred to as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), or Remotely Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS).




The drone industry emerged from entrepreneurs using off-the-shelf drones to enter the drone services market.




Off-the-shelf drone technology was easily accessible but came with a proprietary operating system, pre-selected hardware choices, built-in flight control, payload, sensor, and rudimentary information systems.




Their advantage was availability and relative affordability, plus a large number of amateur drone pilots who were familiar with their operation.




While these “amateur” drones performed beautifully for photography enthusiasts collecting aerial photos, drone video, or those operations that fit within their design limits, they were inherently limiting, inflexible, and difficult to integrate. They did not work so well for industrial inspection in hazardous locations, for surveyors looking to build detailed orthomosaic maps, or the more sophisticated project needs of drone companies.




Inevitably, other entrepreneurs stepped into the breach, offering unbundled pieces that are combined to build a more seamless and finely tuned solution. The new drone business focuses on professional drone services, and technology requirements have made it easier to develop and optimize aerial drone services and find capable service providers.




Whether you are in the drone services business providing aerial photography, orthomosaic maps, aerial inspections, collecting drone data, or a variety of other solutions, you know that you can’t do this alone.




The professional drone service business is a collaborative activity. It requires many pieces to come together for an excellent project deliverable.




That is where My Drone Services has been focused. We want to help other like-minded partners build and deliver superb drone services.




First, you will need Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) licensed drone pilots, drone operators, service providers, and other related professionals with relevant domain expertise.




Second, you will need a professional drone that is a proper commercial drone.




Third, you will need to integrate a sensor tailored for the project/mission onto your aerial vehicle.




Finally, you will need the appropriate technology to manage the entire process.




As you navigate our site, you will find various solutions that we can provide to you.




We partner with drone service providers and companies working to develop their aerial system capabilities. Our goal is to accelerate drone adoption and transformation.




We provide advisory services to help our partners navigate the FAA regulations. If you need a waiver for your specific drone mission, we help you get that FAA waiver.




We provide integrated aerial systems that are finely tuned compositions of leading-edge sensors and the safest professional drones.




We have developed a scalable process management solution for drone operations. Our solution prioritizes safety while delivering performance effectively.
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Get Thermal Imaging Right


Discover the best thermal analysis technology and software for your operation. Choose between qualitative and quantitative inspections to identify anomalies and ensure accurate measurements. Consider the calibration requirements and total cost approach for optimal results. 



Read more: Get Thermal Imaging Right
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Science Of IR Thermography


An introduction to the science underlying Thermal Imaging for Solar Inspections or Thermal Imaging for Facilities 



Read more: Science Of IR Thermography
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What is the Most Profitable Drone Business? A Guide to Getting Started


Discover the lucrative opportunities in the drone industry and learn how to establish a thriving drone business 



Read more: What is the Most Profitable Drone Business? A Guide to Getting Started
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What You Must Know About Drone Preflight Checklists


Learn why you must use a drone preflight checklist before flying your drone, what to include, and get your free drone preflight checklist pdf here 



Read more: What You Must Know About Drone Preflight Checklists
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Explore Further







GET OUR UAS TOOLKIT










THERMAL IMAGING GUIDE










GET INSPIRATION










PARTNER WITH US















Join Now To Get Drone Insights




No Spam, only insights. Our promise!




                    Subscription Form        
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My Drone Services Inc.




Using all our collective experience to navigate choices of drone technology, solutions and services. We  help you craft and scale drone solutions that work in the most challenging environments – accurately, affordably, and safely.




16192 Coastal Highway
Lewes, DE, 19958




214 Briarcliff Circle
Sebastian, FL, 32958















Focus Areas




	Drone Advisory Services
	Agriculture Drone Solutions
	Cinema and Videography Drone Services
	Disaster Management and Humanitarian Efforts
	Infrastructure Inspection and Management
	Oil and Gas Drone Services
	Power Line Inspections
	Public Safety Drone Solutions
	Search and Rescue
	Security and Monitoring
	Surveying and Mapping
	Telecom Tower Inspections













Useful Links




	Contact Us
	Core Values
	Drone Laws
	Drone Services Partner Program
	Drone Solutions
	Mission and Vision
	Our Advertising Policy
	Our Beliefs
	Our Partners
	Privacy Policy
	Sitemap
	Team
	Terms and Conditions














Keep In Touch




	Facebook
	Instagram
	LinkedIn
	Twitter








Disclosure




My Drone Services is supported by its audience. When you purchase through links on our site, at no cost to you, we may earn an affiliate commission.
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